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Executive Summary 

Citizen-led engagement is at the heart of the Transport for NSW (TfNSW) approach to 

creating great places in NSW. Their aim is to ensure its cities and neighbourhoods are 

integrated with a range of modes of transport, helping to make our places and public spaces 

inclusive, walkable and feel safe for all to enjoy.  

TfNSW is investing $30 million over two years through the Safer Cities program to help 

improve perceptions of safety in its cities and towns, particularly for women, girls and gender 

diverse people as they walk or cycle to, through and within public spaces. This includes 

parks, streets and laneways, as well as public transport hubs such as bus stops and train 

stations.  

As part of planning and research to support the Safer Cities program, TfNSW developed the 

Safer Cities Survey, which was open to all NSW residents over the age of 16 between 13 

December 2022 and 8 February 2023. Read more about the program and view the survey 

outcomes in the Safer Cities Survey Report.   

Central Coast Council was selected to participate in the Safer Cities: Her Way program and 

received a $1 million grant to deliver demonstration projects aimed at improving the 

perception of safety for women, girls and gender diverse people in Gosford.  

This report provides an overview of the engagement activities undertaken for the Safer 

Cities: Her Way project which was carried out by Central Coast Council from 1 May to 30 

June 2023.  

Council engaged with the Central Coast community to seek feedback on their perceptions of 

safety in Gosford and ideas on what could improve this.   

Council asked the community to join a unique Human Centred Co-Design process, which 

championed community voice to articulate and define problems and suggest projects that 

can test how Council might make public spaces feel safer.  

The community not only shared their thoughts and experiences via a community survey and 

interactive map, but also joined a range of in-person Walkshops through Gosford and a Co-

Design Workshop with key stakeholders and Council staff. 

Once delivered, the projects will be evaluated by the community to determine their 

effectiveness in improving perceptions of safety and insights will be used to build the case 

for longer-term change. 

This report documents the methods and approach of the engagement undertaken and 

provides an analysis of and response to community and stakeholder feedback during this 

phase. 

Read more about the consultation on our Your Voice Our Coast project page. 

https://www.transport.nsw.gov.au/industry/cities-and-active-transport/cities-revitalisation-and-place/festival-of-place-0
https://www.transport.nsw.gov.au/system/files/media/documents/2023/Safer-Cities_Survey-Report_0.pdf
https://www.yourvoiceourcoast.com/herway


 

 

What we heard 

Council received a total of 2981 survey responses and 539 interactive map comments. 

We invited 20 women to walk with us through Gosford to share their perceptions of safety. 

We hosted a co-design workshop with 30 community members, key stakeholders and 

council staff to help us identify temporary public space improvements. 

Feedback across the consultation activity revealed the following: 

• 65% changed their route or method of travel due to feeling unsafe. 

• 71% did not participate in an activity that was being held in Gosford due to not feeling safe. 

• 43% feel somewhat safe in Gosford during the day. They feel safest in the Imperial Centre and 

the most unsafe in laneways. 

• 76% feel unsafe in Gosford during the night-time. They feel safest in the Imperial Centre and 

the most unsafe in Kibble Park. 

• Streetlights (10%), people around/passive surveillance (9%), CCTV (8%) well maintained 

pathways (8%) and security (8%) would improve participants sense of safety in Gosford. 

• According to participants economic stimulation (14%) and activation/activities/events (12%) 

were just as important as lighting (14%) and decorative lighting (12%) when it came to 

improving their sense of safety in Gosford. 

The following summarises the themes outlined in over 4,000 pieces of data collected: 

• People congregating can make the community feel unsafe and systemic socioeconomic 

issues need to be addressed. 

• Gosford requires a more active police presence at all times. 

• Increased proactive security presence is required to support those working, staying and 

playing in Gosford. 

• The current business offerings open in Gosford are not in line with our community's vision 

for the area. 

• Gosford needs to attract a higher standard of business and the businesses need to be 

incentivised to open earlier and trade later into the evening (including weekends). 

• Restaurants, activations such as night markets etc are required to generate more foot 

traffic. 

• There is a lack of things to do within Gosford - think theatres, bowling alleys, cinemas, live 

music, art venues etc. There are no current attractor for families, the elderly or youth. 

• More lighting is required to support improved perceptions of safety, lines of sight and 

safety on footpaths. 

• The derelict buildings attract unsavoury crowds and contribute to the poor brand of 

Gosford. 

• The essential services located within/near the city centre either need to be adequately 

resourced to cater to the large clientele base or there needs to be further resources added 

outside of the city centre to disperse the congregations. 

• Economic stimulation such as open stores, diversity of stores, night-time economy and 

hospitality needs to be leveraged to support a revitalised Gosford - the options for the area 

are endless. 

 

It’s important to note that while Council does its best to develop projects to meet the needs and 

requests of the community and stakeholders, technical constraints, costs and the overarching 

project objectives must also be considered to deliver projects that are safe, functional and best 

balances the competing needs of all those affected including the environment. 



 

 

Next steps 

The Co-Design workshop utilised insights from all data collected in the survey, interactive 

map and in-person walkshops to identify possible interventions with community, key 

stakeholders and Council staff.  

The project team are now reviewing these outcomes and establishing working groups which 

will be responsible for the delivery of these interventions. Once delivered, community 

members will be asked to evaluate the effectiveness of these interventions, to determine if 

they improve the perceptions of safety. 

The findings from this project will form part of TfNSW’s case study. They will also be shared 

with key stakeholders and incorporated into Council plans to ensure the learnings can build 

the case for longer-term change. A detailed review of all feedback will be undertaken to 

produce an in-depth consultation report which will be made available on the Your Voice Our 

Coast project page.  

Council will keep the community updated as the project progresses. 
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Introduction 

Background 

Central Coast Council is participating in Transport for NSW’s $30 million Safer Cities program, 

aimed at improving the perception safety of women, girls and gender diverse people in public 

spaces around transport precincts. 

Council has received $1 million to develop and pilot safety boosting initiatives in public spaces 

so that women, girls and gender diverse people experience improved perception of safety on 

our streets, in parklands and at public transport hubs, in partnership with Transport for NSW 

(TfNSW). 

The program will set a best practice framework for public space interventions that help women, 

girls and gender diverse people feel safe to move around their local areas at any time of day. 

Gosford was chosen as the initial location for the Central Coast Safer Cities: Her Way project. 

Gosford is considered by the Central Coast community as a city that has not advanced and can 

be perceived as unsafe. Council wants the revitalisation of Gosford to include safer connections 

and places for people who live, work and play in the area. 

As part of planning and research to support the Safer Cities program, TfNSW developed the 

Safer Cities Survey which was open to all NSW residents over the age of 16 between 13 

December 2022 and 8 February 2023. You can read more about the program and view the 

survey outcomes in the Safer Cities Survey Report.   

The Project 

Women, girls and gender diverse people actively use and depend on public transport, public 

spaces and the streets and paths that connect them, to access essential services and 

opportunities as part of their everyday lives. Yet, women, girls and gender diverse people face 

more gender-based harassment and safety issues when using public spaces than men do. 

As part of the Safer Cities program, Council is developing demonstration projects in partnership 

with TfNSW that reflect local place identity, character and needs, to test concepts for improving 

the perception of safety for women, girls and gender diverse people in public spaces and 

around transport precincts. 

The development of the project will respond to the immediate need and be informed through a 

unique Human Centred Co-Design process with locals, to understand the lived experience of 

using public transport around Gosford Station and implement ways to improve feelings of 

safety when moving through these locations.  

https://www.transport.nsw.gov.au/system/files/media/documents/2023/Safer-Cities_Survey-Report_0.pdf


 

 

Engagement  

Purpose 

The purpose of the engagement was to: 

• Consult with the community and stakeholders, listen to their experiences and 

understand what is important to them with regards to feeling safe in Gosford 

• Use the information collected to inform the safety aspects in design and future planning 

• Utilise existing connections and stakeholders to respond to baseline data survey and 

develop focus groups to share their lived experiences in Gosford  

• Provide equitable engagement opportunities 

• Understand community preferences for interventions 

• Work with stakeholders and the community to identify issues which may affect the 

perceptions of safety within Gosford 

Approach 

The engagement team applied the Double Diamond approach to Human Centred Design in 

order to identify the right problems and co-design innovative solutions for our community. 

 

Discover Define Design Deliver 

1. Community survey 

2. Stakeholder survey 

3. Interactive map 

4. Walkshops 

5. Workshops 

6. Data insights 

7. Loop back 

8. Working groups 

9. Ideation testing 

10. Internal actions 

11. Stakeholders 

12. Partnerships 



 

 

Our engagement framework 

Consultation has been designed in accordance with Central Coast Council’s Engagement 

Framework. This framework is available to view at https://www.yourvoiceourcoast.com/Central-

Coast-CouncilEngagement-Framework 

 

How we consulted 

Consultation methods 

Survey Reponses  A survey was available for all residents and stakeholders at 

yourvoiceourcoast.com. 2981 surveys were completed.  

A copy of the survey can be found in Appendix L 

Detailed survey results are available in the What We Heard section. 

Interactive Map  An interactive map was developed for the community to share 

experiences and information on perceptions of safety 

geographically.  

• 2938 visits the interactive map 

• 539 comments were placed on the interactive map 

You can view the interactive map via this link.  

Walkshops Walkshops were hosted on:  

• 20 June 2023, 9.10am-11.10am with 15 Henry Kendall High 

School students 

• 22 June 2023, 3pm-6pm with 21 community members, 

agencies and internal Council staff 

• 23 June 2023, 3pm-6pm with 17 community members, 

agencies and internal Council staff 

Workshops A workshop was held on: 

• 29 June 2023, 10.30am – 2.30pm, Parkhouse Gosford and 

attended by 30 community members, key industry and 

business stakeholders, agencies and internal Council staff 

 

  

https://www.yourvoiceourcoast.com/Central-Coast-CouncilEngagement-Framework
https://www.yourvoiceourcoast.com/Central-Coast-CouncilEngagement-Framework
https://centralcoastcouncil.mysocialpinpoint.com/safer-cities-her-way


 

 

Promotion of activities 

Council carried out promotion of the consultation to ensure the community and stakeholders 

were aware of the opportunity to participate. 

Media Release 
• Making Gosford a safer city through her eyes 

1 May 2023 

A copy of the media release can be found in Appendix A 

Coast Connect articles 
• What would make Gosford feel safer?  

10 May 2023 

• Feeling safe in Gosford  

17 May 2023 

Copies of the articles can be found in Appendix B 

Posters 
• 500 posters were distributed across Gosford 

A copy of the poster can be found in Appendix C 

Coasters 
• 4000 drink coasters were distributed across venues in 

Gosford  

A copy of the coaster can be found in Appendix D 

Footpath decals 
• 110 footpath decals placed throughout Gosford  

A copy of the footpath decals can be found in Appendix E 

Window decals 
• 30 window decals placed throughout Gosford 

A copy of the window decals can be found in Appendix F 

Customer service 

screensavers 
Customer service screensavers displayed across 17 sites 

Your Voice – Our 

Coast website 

Online project page launched 1 May 2023 attracting 5340 visits 

during the consultation period.  

https://www.yourvoiceourcoast.com/herway  

A copy of the Your Voice Our Coast project page can be found in 

Appendix G 

Emails 3720 direct emails sent out to a variety of stakeholders.  

Facebook 
• We’re proud to be taking part in The Safer Cities: Her Way 

program!  

We are one of ten pilot Councils across NSW selected by 

Transport for NSW to deliver trial solutions to make public 

https://www.yourvoiceourcoast.com/herway


 

 

spaces feel safer and we want you to get involved. 

4 May 2023. 2019 impressions, 1930 reached and 160 likes, 

comments and shares. 

• If you’re a woman or gender-diverse person aged 15+ 

now is the time to raise your voice to help improve the 

perception of safety in Gosford CBD. 

17 May 2023. 2036 impressions, 1791 reached and 306 likes, 

comments and shares. 

•           How safe do you feel when moving around Gosford?  

If you’re a woman or gender-diverse person aged 15+ now is 

the time to raise your voice to improve the perception of 

safety in the Gosford CBD via the Safer Cities: Her Way 

program. 

29 May 2023. 1812 impressions, 1641 reached and 83 likes, 

comments and shares. 

•         HELP US CO-DESIGN PUBLIC SPACES IN GOSFORD         

               Are you a woman, girl or gender diverse person over the 

age of 15? 

8 June 2023. 1471 impressions, 1337 reached and 51 likes, 

comments and shares. 

•           Have you completed the Safer Cities: Her Way Program 

survey? 

21 June 2023. 1543 impressions, 1438 reached and 51 likes, 

comments and shares. 

Copies of the posts can be found in Appendix H 

Instagram 
• We’re proud to be taking part in The Safer Cities: Her Way 

program! 

We are one of ten pilot Councils across NSW selected by 

@transportfornsw to deliver trial solutions to make public 

spaces feel safer and we want you to get involved. 

4 May 2023. 6330 impressions, 797 reach and 25 likes 

comments and shares. 

• 👩🚶♀️ If you’re a woman or gender-diverse person aged 15+ 

now is the time to raise your voice to help improve the 

perception of safety in Gosford CBD. 

17 May 2023. 6330 impressions, 6235 reach and 557 likes 

comments and shares. 

• 🌆How safe do you feel when moving around Gosford? 

29 May 2023. 1493 impressions, 1456 reach and 86 likes 

comments and shares. 

https://www.instagram.com/transportfornsw/?next=%2F


 

 

Copies of the posts can be found in Appendix I 

Linked In  
• We’re proud to be taking part in The Safer Cities: Her Way 

program!  

We are one of ten pilot Councils across NSW selected by 

Transport for NSW to deliver trial solutions to make public 

spaces feel safer and we want you to get involved. 

4 May 2023. 996 impressions and 51 clicks, likes and shares. 

• 📢 HELP US CO-DESIGN PUBLIC SPACES IN GOSFORD 📢 👭 

Are you a woman, girl or gender diverse person over the age of 

15? 

8 June 2023. 1164 impressions and 36 clicks, likes and 

shares. 

Copies of the posts can be found in Appendix J 

Paid social campaign 
A paid social media campaign was undertaken from 10 May to 30 

June 2023.  

The paid campaign had a total reach of 71,999 accounts and 

achieved 300,335 impressions. 

Detailed information on the reach of the paid campaign can be 

found in Appendix K 

  

https://au.linkedin.com/company/transport-for-nsw?trk=public_post-text


 

 

What we heard 

Council sought feedback from the community between 1 May and 30 June 2023. 

 

Method 1 Survey 2981 surveys 

Method 2 Map 539 comments 

Method 3 Walkshop Feedback from 36 community members 

Method 4 Workshop Feedback from 30 community, key stakeholders and Council staff 

 

Method 1 – Survey  

Between 1 May and 30 June 2023 an online survey was launched to understand community 

sentiment and perceptions around Gosford. A total of 2981 survey responses were received 

during the consultation period.  

 

Figure one: What is your age? 
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Figure two: What is your gender? 

 

 

Figure three: Do you identify as LGBTIQ? 

 

 

Figure four: What is your relationship to Gosford? (please select all that apply) 
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Figure five: Please rate your perception of safety when moving around the following 

areas within Gosford CBD during the daytime: 
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Figure six: Please rate your perception of safety when moving around the following 

areas within Gosford CBD during the night time: 
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Figure seven: Which of the following options improve your sense of safety within the 

Gosford CBD? (Tick as many as relevant): 
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Figure eight: Do you have any ideas to make Gosford CBD feel safer? (coded data): 
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Figure nine: How safe do you feel when moving around public spaces in Gosford CBD 

during the daytime: 

 

 

Figure ten: How safe do you feel when moving around public spaces in Gosford CBD 

during the night time: 
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Figure eleven: How often do you feel unsafe when moving around public spaces in 

Gosford CBD during the daytime: 

 

 

Figure twelve: How often do you feel unsafe when moving around public spaces in 

Gosford CBD during the night time: 
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Figure thirteen: In the last 12 months, have you ever changed your route or method of 

travel based on the time of day?: 

 

 

Figure fourteen: In the last 12 months, have you ever changed your route or method of 

travel based on the time of day? (coded themes):  
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Figure fifteen: In the last 12 months, have you ever changed your route or method of 

travel based on if you've felt unsafe?:  

 

 

Figure sixteen: In the last 12 months, have you ever changed your route or method of 

travel based on if you've felt unsafe? (coded themes):  
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Figure seventeen: In the last 12 months have you not participated in an activity that 

was being held in Gosford due to not feeling safe?: 

 

Figure eighteen: In the last 12 months have you not participated in an activity that was 

being held in Gosford due to not feeling safe? (coded themes):  

 

Figure nineteen: Have you ever taken actions to make you feel safer when moving 

around public areas?: 
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Figure twenty: Do you have any ideas to make Gosford Train Station feel safer? (coded 

themes): 
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Figure twenty-one: Do you have any ideas to make car parks feel safer? (coded 

themes): 
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Figure twenty-two: Do you have any ideas to make Gosford Hospital feel safer? (coded 

themes): 
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Figure twenty-three: Do you have any ideas to make the Main Street in Gosford feel 

safer? (coded themes): 
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Figure twenty-four: Do you have any ideas to make Kibble Park feel safer? (coded 

themes): 
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Figure twenty-five: Do you have any experiences you would like to share of moving 

through Gosford City Centre? (coded themes): 
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Figure twenty-six: Which of the following best describes the dwelling where you are 

currently living?: 

 

Figure twenty-seven: What is your household type?: 

 

Figure twenty-eight: What is your highest level of education?: 
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Figure twenty-nine: Are you of Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander origin?: 

 

Figure thirty: Do you speak a language other than English at home?: 

 

Figure thirty one: Do you have a disability?: 

 

Figure thirty two: Do you have a mobility impairment?:  
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Figure thirty three: Respondents per Council Planning Area:  

 

 

A note about sampling bias: The online surveys was ‘opt-in’, which means participants 

proactively sought to complete the surveys, as opposed to a sample of respondents 

being selected to reflect and represent the population makeup of the Central Coast 

community more accurately. 
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Method 2 – Interactive map 

Between 1 May and 30 June 2023 an interactive map was launched for the community to share 

experiences and information on perceptions of safety geographically. A total of 539 comments 

were placed on the interactive map. 

 

Figure thirty four: Show us the places you felt safe or unsafe around Gosford and why (pie 

graph) 
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Figure thirty five: Show us the places you felt safe or unsafe around Gosford and why (word 

cloud) 

 

 

  



 

 

Figure thirty six: Show us the places you felt safe or unsafe around Gosford and why (pin map) 

 

  



 

 

Figure thirty seven: Show us the places you felt safe or unsafe around Gosford and why  

(heat map) all responses 

 

  



 

 

Figure thirty eight: Show us the places you felt safe or unsafe around Gosford and why  

(heat map) I feel unsafe here 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Figure thirty nine: Show us the places you felt safe or unsafe around Gosford and why  

(heat map) I feel safe here 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Method 3 – Walkshop 

Council ran four small group walk throughs during the day (light) and night (dark) throughout 

Gosford with 20 women from the Central Coast community, as well as a walkshop with 15 

school students who walked from their school to the train station and back. The purpose of the 

walkshops was to introduce the initiative and gather situational data from community members 

on their perceptions of safety within Gosford. The routes for the walkshops were developed 

based on the heatmaps generated from the interactive maps and places where people didn’t 

feel safe. 
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Key Areas 

Key Areas Stop at Points of interest (passing by) 

Gosford Health and 

Education Precinct 

1. Gosford High School 

8. Gosford Hospital 

A. Gosford Hospital 

B. Gosford High School 

C. University of Newcastle’s  

Central Coast Clinical School 

D. Affordable Housing 

Gosford Transport 

Precinct 

2. Gosford Station 

7. Burns Place Park 

E. Gosford Station 

F. Gosford Bus Interchange 

G. Burns Place Park 

H. Burns Place Public Toilets 

Gosford CBD 3. Baker St Car Park 

5. Kibble Park 

6. Mann St Shops 

I. Baker St Car Park 

J. Alley way to Mann St 

K. Mann Street Shops 

L. William Street Plaza 

M. Kibble Park 

N. Gosford Local Court 

O. Education: ET School, TAFE NSW 

P. Shopping: Imperial Centre 

Q. Venues: Railway Hotel, Hotel Gosford, 

other businesses 

Gosford Waterfront 4. Leagues Club Park R. Police Station  

S. Waterfront park 

T. Public Toilets 

U. Leagues Club 

V. Industree Stadium 

W. Venues: Lyons Den, South End Social, 

Drifters Wharf 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Figure forty: Themes raised by walkshop participants 
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Figure forty one: Walkshop participants perception of safety during the day 

 

 

Figure forty two: Walkshop participants perception of safety during the day 
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Figure forty three: Walkshop participants perceptions of safety across 4 Zones in Gosford 

 

 

Figure forty six: Walkshop participants perceptions of safety at key locations in Gosford 
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Figure forty five: Walkshop participants perceptions of safety vs themes mentioned 
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Method 4 – Workshop 

 

Community members from the walkshops then participated in a small workshop, joined by 

representatives from Council (Town Centres, Strategic Planning, Open Space) and key 

stakeholders (Transport for NSW, NSW Health, NSW Police and local businesses). 

The purpose of the workshop was to review survey, map and situational data and engage in an 

ideation exercise to find insights and identify possible solutions using the following format: 

1. Situation: Review the current issues affecting the perceptions of safety in Gosford 

2. Ideation: What are the possible solutions that could improve the perception of safety? 

3. Implementation: What can we do to make this happen! 

 

The workshop participants then brainstormed ideas to address these identified safety concerns. 

The identified reoccurring themes were:  

• Redesign Burns Place Park with lighting, veg maintenance and activations  

• Events and activations: activities, eat street, encouraging community events  

• Creative lighting: up lighting, fairy lights, colourful laneways and underpasses  

• Improved connections: walk loop (green line) shuttle loop, cycleways, signage  

• Pedestrian safety: from Waterfront, Station, Hospital underpasses, alleyways  

• More public art: murals, colour, local and indigenous artists, all over buildings  

• Fill vacant buildings: ‘vacancy makes people feel unsafe’ decals, businesses  

• Economic stimulation: outdoor dining, creative spaces, increased visitation 

 

  



 

 

 

1.2 Key findings from consultation 

Council asked the community to join a unique Human Centred Co-Design process, which 

championed community voice to find the right problems to solve and suggest demonstration 

projects that can test how we might make public spaces feel safer. 

The community not only shared their thoughts and experiences via a community survey and 

interactive map, but also participated in a range of in-person Walkshops through Gosford and a 

Co-Design Workshop with key stakeholders and Council staff. 

• 34% changed their route or method of travel based on if they felt unsafe  

• 29% did not participate in an activity that was being held in Gosford due to not feeling safe  

• 43% feel somewhat safe in Gosford during the daytime and respondents feel most unsafe in 

laneways, and feel most safe in the Imperial Centre  

• 76% feel either not safe or very unsafe in Gosford during the night-time and respondents feel 

most unsafe in Kibble Park and feel most safe in the Imperial Centre.  

• Community survey responses revealed that streetlights (10%), people around/passive surveillance 

(9%), CCTV (8%) well maintained pathways (8%) and security guards (8%) would improve their 

sense of safety in Gosford CBD. 

• Community comments revealed that economic stimulation (14%) and activation/activities/events 

(12%) were just as important as lighting (14%) and decorative lighting (12%) in improving their 

sense of safety in Gosford CBD.  

  



 

 

Figure forty six: Stakeholders responsible for comments mentioned during consultation  
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Below is a sample of comments provided by respondents via the survey, map and 

walkshops 

“At night I know that I have people looking out for me [but I still] always sit with my back to a 

wall and close to people. This is always a feeling of not being truly safe.”  

– 15-year-old student during our School Walkshop  

“Homelessness is an issue and if we keep brightly lighting up spaces, it doesn’t solve the issue, it 

just kicks them further out. It is our safety too, it’s a balance.”  

– Walkshop participant  

“I pick my son up from the station and often go to meet him at the platform as I am worried 

about him coming from the train to the car.”  

– Walkshop participant  

“I won't walk somewhere without adequate street lighting and a good line of sight at night 

unless I absolutely have to and there's no other way to get to my destination. This can extend 

my trip by 15-20 minutes sometimes but it's worth it if I can see and have more time to react if 

something goes wrong.”  

– Survey response  

“I work at the hospital, where parking is a problem, there are definitely streets that I will not 

walk down anymore due to being yelled at and even chased in the past.”  

– Survey response  

“Up lighting on the trees would make the space feel more inviting.”  

– Walkshop participant  

“The alleyway is unsafe, [it feels like it is] not anybody’s responsibility. Unkept businesses, 

derelict buildings, blank walls that could have nice artwork on them.” 

– Walkshop participant  

“CCTV should make me feel safe, but I feel it’s only helpful if reported.” 

 – Survey response  

“[Kibble Park is a] Rare green area with last trees in the CBD :) Great for a break/play in the 

sun/shade. Needs new [public toilet] & maintenance. Less skyscrapers & more events and 

eateries around would bring good people.”  

– Interactive map comment  

“I feel safe inside the library, just have to make sure I leave during daylight hours.”  

– Interactive map comment 



 

 

2 Theme coding rationale 

When large amounts of feedback are provided, Council uses theming to break down and further 

analyse data. A copy of the coding rationale for each of the comments is available below. 

Perception Summary of 

perception 

Example Comment 

Positive perception Positive perception / 

I feel safe here 

There are always people around 

enjoying the walkway along the 

waterfront or picnicking with families. 

The pool is excellent and I always feel 

safe in this area. 

Negative Perception Negative perception 

/ I feel unsafe here 

I don’t go into Gosford at night 

because it doesn’t have a soul, there’s 

nothing appealing about the city 

centre. I think if it was buzzing with 

restaurants, activities and attracted 

more people it would feel safer. 

Neutral Perception Neither positive or 

negative perception 

or second-hand 

experience 

Bring in more business.  

Impact Summary of impact Example Comment 

Directly impacted Commenter was 

directly impacted 

Feels unsafe for me as a mum with a 

toddler and pushing baby in a pram. 

Creepy older men seem to linger 

around. One time an old man was 

asking questions about my 2yo son, it 

was very uncomfortable. 

Indirectly impacted Commenter was not 

directly impacted 

A friend was literally chased by a man 

on drugs and had to call for help. 

Experience Summary of 

perception 

Example Comment 

Positive Experience Personal experience 

that was positive in 

nature 

I feel safe at Mariners games, they are 

well organised and family friendly 

with good people around. 

Negative Experience Personal experience 

that was negative in 

nature 

I actually don’t feel all that safe in the 

Imperial Centre and will avoid going 

here. One time in Woolworths I was 

followed by a man who set alarm bells 

off for me. I had to stop shopping and 

call my husband who was outside to 

basically come and escort me out. As 

soon as the man saw my husband he 



 

 

took off. Very unsettling. 

Theme Summary of theme Example Comment 

Funding Comments about 

project funding or 

spend (Council or 

stakeholders) 

A lot of the complaints listed on the 

map area complaints about people 

accessing public services. I know these 

services are working at full capacity 

and need help/funding, they’re 

already working to make Gosford 

safer but they need more help. 

Policing Comments about 

Policing services 

More police presence around train 

station, and outside.  Police presence 

in main streets. More police patrols 

on roads. 

Essential services Comments about 

accessing essential 

services 

Get rid of methadone clinic.  

Relocate social housing.  

Remove Centrelink building.  

Improve essential services for those 

that need it. Lots of people are on the 

streets because they are not being 

effectively managed through the 

services present.  

Socioeconomic factors Comments about 

socioeconomic 

factors  

Lots of mentally unstable people in 

Gosford who can be a little scary for a 

woman. I was approached by a man 

wanting to show me the ants he 

feeds.  At certain times Gosford can 

be quiet, not a lot of people around in 

case you needed someone to help. 

Lots of junkies around.  

Issues with youth crime.  

Homelessness Comments about 

homelessness 

Bigger police presence along Mann 

Street at night. As in regular walking 

the beat. Especially near the train and 

railway hotel, hotel Gosford and 

around kibble park. Plus, the old Coles 

shopping site has lots of homeless 

people living in it. Can we help them? 

Revitalisation Comments about the 

revitalisation of 

Gosford 

If we have more foot traffic it helps - 

but then need reasons to go there! 

Restaurants, cafes, good events.   So 

easy parking is then needed. 

Get rid of abandoned buildings. 



 

 

Other Other generic 

comments that do 

not suit other themes 

identified  

Parking. 

Gosford’s name/reputation. 

Intervention types Summary of 

intervention types 

Example Comment 

Streetlights / lighting Comments about 

streetlights or how 

well-lit certain areas 

are 

No streetlights, unkept 

lawns/sidewalks/ no security cameras, 

strange individuals. 

Other lighting eg on 

buildings/structures, in 

landscaping, along 

footpaths 

Comments about 

other lighting on 

buildings/structures, 

in landscaping, along 

footpaths 

 

People around/passive 

surveillance/crowds 

Comments about 

people 

around/passive 

surveillance/crowds 

Revitalisation of the area will increase 

passive surveillance and create a more 

vibrant space that people feel 

comfortable to go to. Free shuttle bus 

can also assist in getting patrons or 

staff safely back to their vehicles or 

from an event to the station.   

CCTV Comments about 

surveillance and 

CCTV 

Big open, well-lit busy shopping 

centres make me feel safe. I’m aware 

there is CCTV, security and incidental 

witnesses around. 

Well maintained 

pathways/clear exits and 

entrances 

Comments about 

well-maintained 

pathways/clear exits 

and entrances 

Pathways need lighting in this public 

space for early morning and evening 

users. I have often been walking along 

here in the morning and it is dark and 

exit points are not visible. 

Security guards Comments about 

security guards  

Often people lingering here smoking 

and not doing much else. Constant 

security guards are reassuring but 

also indicate there are things to be 

feared here. Nice to see a lot of 

people taking their lunch breaks here 

during the day though which 

indicates it could be changing. 

Cleanliness Comments about 

cleanliness - places 

being either clean or 

unclean 

The laneways here are dark, dingy and 

unclean and feel unsafe. Very poorly 

lit. Cuts behind restaurants and leads 

straight into car park. 

Economic stimulation Comments about 

open or closed 

shops/stalls. Need for 

night-time economy.  

Limited people around. Not a lot of 

open shops. 

Diversity of appropriate shops.  

Need for night-time economy, longer 



 

 

trading times (morning and night). 

Removal of 

vandalism/graffiti 

Comments about 

removal of 

vandalism/graffiti 

Lots of vandalism and damage to 

property around this area -we are 

talking about slashing tires, multiple 

bin fires, and other political graffiti up 

and down the street. 

Line of sight Comments about line 

of sight 

No one can see me, people always 

sitting on benches. 

Duress alarms or help 

buttons 

Comments about 

duress alarms or help 

buttons 

Feel isolated, very few staff to raise 

alarm. 

Activation/activities/events Comments about 

activation/activities 

Public place with no legitimate 

activation after daytime business 

hours. Attractive place for crime. 

Public transport Comments about 

public transport 

Better lighting, duress alarms, 

security, shuttle service to carpark. 

Shuttle service Comments about 

shuttle or bus 

services 

The shuttle bus is the best idea. A 

covered lit up walkway with CCTV and 

security monitoring. 

Public art Comments about 

murals or public art 

Overall appearances are unsafe 

therefore work needs to be put into 

giving Gosford CBD a facelift. For 

example: fresh vegetations/gardens, 

murals, encourage new businesses to 

open, cleaner spaces  

Signage Comments about 

signage or direction  

Making it clearly for the hospital e.g. 

Making it undercover. Clear signs. 

CCTV footage.  

Vegetation/Gardens Comments about 

vegetation or 

gardens 

The trees, bush on the corner of 

Holden Street and Faunce street give 

the impression of an unsafe area, 

even if they aren’t.  

Public restrooms Comments about 

public restrooms 

Main roads, well lit, public view. Stay 

away from alleys and public toilets.  

Seating Comments about 

seating 

More lights, maybe separated seats 

and visible cameras. 

 



 

 

3 Next steps 

The Co-Design workshop utilised insights from all data collected in the survey, 

interactive map and in-person walkshops to identify possible interventions with 

community, key stakeholders and Council staff.  

The project team are now reviewing these outcomes and establishing working groups 

which will be responsible for the delivery of these interventions. Once delivered, 

community members will be asked to evaluate the effectiveness of these interventions, 

to determine if they improve the perceptions of safety. 

The findings from this project will form part of TfNSW’s case study. They will also be 

shared with key stakeholders and incorporated into Council plans to ensure the 

learnings can build the case for longer-term change A detailed review of all feedback 

will be undertaken to produce an in-depth consultation report which will be made 

available on the Your Voice Our Coast project page.  

Council will keep the community updated as the project progresses. 

Interventions 

Key areas identified by the community for attention: 

Location Perception of Safety Community asked for  Our intervention 

Burns Place Park 86% felt unsafe 

67% negative 

perception 

lighting (14%) 

revitalisation (14%) well 

maintained areas (12%) 

and cleanliness (12%) 

lighting, vegetation 

management, 

improved lines of 

sight, public art, 

activation 

Gosford CBD 50% felt unsafe 

61% negative 

perception 

lighting (12%) 

revitalisation (11%) well 

maintained spaces (11%) 

and economic stimulation 

(10%) 

Laneway lighting, 

public art, 

community events 

and activations 

Kibble Park 43% felt unsafe 

53% negative 

perception 

people around/passive 

surveillance (14%) lighting 

(12%) and economic 

stimulation (8%) 

William St. hut 

removal, lighting, 

public art, activation 

 

https://www.transport.nsw.gov.au/system/files/media/documents/2023/Safer-Cities_Survey-Report_0.pdf


 

 

Appendices 

Appendix A – Media Release 
 

Central Coast Council Media Release  

1 May 2023 

 

Making Gosford a safer city through her eyes 

 

Central Coast Council is calling on women, girls and gender-diverse people to raise their 

voices to improve the perception of safety within Gosford CBD. A survey and an interactive 

map have been specifically designed to capture their thoughts as part of the Safer Cities: 

Her Way Program, a collaborative partnership program with Transport for NSW. 

  

 



 

 

  

Under the program, $1 million in funding has been provided to develop and pilot safety-

boosting initiatives for women, girls and gender-diverse people and improve perceptions of 

safety on our streets, in parklands and at public transport hubs around Gosford.  

  

Council’s Director of Community and Recreation Services, Melanie Smith, said it’s an 

important component of this project that the community share their experiences, good or 

bad when they have travelled to or visited the Gosford CBD.  

  

“The survey and interactive map are just two ways we are engaging women, girls and 

gender-diverse community members to have their voice and experiences heard,” Ms Smith 

said.  

  

“By understanding areas where they have felt safe or unsafe, we will use a co-design 

approach to trial solutions to address their concerns. A safer place for women, girls and 

gender-diverse people is a safer place for the whole community”. 

  

The learnings from the survey and interactive map will be reviewed by focus groups to 

design pilot safety initiatives, which will not only trial ways to make Gosford feel safer 

through this program, but it will also influence future planning and street designs in other 

locations across the Central Coast. 

  

Council Administrator Rik Hart said the initiative is crucial to ensure women, girls and 

gender-diverse community members feel they are not constrained in how they move about 

Gosford in their day-to-day lives. 

  

“We know women, girls and gender-diverse community members actively use public 

transport and move through public spaces to access essential services and opportunities as 

part of their everyday lives. Yet, it’s these cohorts who face more gender-based harassment 



 

 

and safety issues when in public spaces than men do. Ultimately, everyone has a right to 

feel safe, and this program helps us get one step closer to achieving this.”  

  

“As Gosford CBD and the waterfront precinct expands, it’s imperative now more than ever 

that women, girls and gender-diverse community members are able to feel safe travelling 

through Gosford to access future higher order jobs and study opportunities. In doing so we 

are building Gosford's capacity as a stronger city.”  

  

Visit yourvoiceourcoast.com/HerWay to take the survey and comment on the interactive 

map.  

  

ENDS 

  

  

https://aus01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fenews.centralcoast.nsw.gov.au%2Fe3t%2FCtc%2FT%2B113%2FcFjPv04%2FVWRSMn6Vwy_8VnLd6N412hZFW5DT7xy4-0BrfN61zzVw3q3n_V1-WJV7CgWYMW91y2YY7qZlRBW93t5Wv98F95TW1Vvb2V8C0DK5W7GW1kw1FrtpqW3k6vkx7Zqpy6VZ15pz93pFCmW4Ys_lS95tn-3W8LRhlH3cyqbQW4v7JDm5gzJrfW1bFR_l6Gh_CxW5n94B37GYNY-M39dxY7b8bCW85NG971MdcnzW1PdWKN2r0XqxW8wPFxt5r_gsrW14b90M7JhbTPW5476_P5k0w_4W8pRXK1907dByV8RyQj4jP3h2W325DjW5tn6jrW3jCRMq5KhvqmW3fQrZs6YPM8sW8SqrKZ8HVTw8W4SwMMc6Fb7fLW8s5S673vZsY-W7YkVr463P4By3hX71&data=05%7C01%7Crose.brown-mason%40centralcoast.nsw.gov.au%7C01572bdccf6848467c7208db49f6e92c%7C479e69d178bc4e1a81dd047fe9928e1f%7C0%7C0%7C638185097044950851%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=m0F5Q79LEiL0WUE%2B%2BNKYQ2wkHSsGR9YT9Q17XkEOpzk%3D&reserved=0


 

 

Appendix B - Coast Connect articles 
 

 

  



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 



 

 

Appendix C – Poster 

 



 

 

Appendix D – Coaster 
 

 

  



 

 

Appendix E – Footpath decals 
 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

Appendix F – Window decals 
 

 

 

  



 

 

Appendix G – Your Voice Our Coast 
 

 

 

 



 

 

Appendix H – Facebook posts  
 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

  



 

 

Appendix I – Instagram posts 
 

 



 

 

 

  



 

 

Appendix J – Linked In posts 
 

 



 

 

  



 

 

Appendix K – Paid social media campaign insights  
 

 

   

 



 

 

Appendix L – Survey  
 

 

  



 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 


